Wealth Accumulation

PRESTIGE
LIFE REWARDS 5
SPECIAL
Extended offer till
15 August 2022

#Lifeproof your legacy with lifetime payouts
starting from the 19th policy month
Designed to help you achieve your wealth goals, and leave behind a legacy for your future generations,
Prestige Life Rewards 5 Special safeguards the wealth you’ve built over the years – giving you
and your family a future to look forward to.
Have the flexibility to receive lifetime payouts from as early as the 19th policy month. Get covered
against death and terminal illness for life1 and safeguard your capital for your future generations
should the unfortunate happen.

One-time commitment,
a lifetime of payouts
Receive attractive monthly
payouts for life with a
single premium payment.

Kickstart your lifetime
payouts from as early as
the 19th policy month
Receive guaranteed monthly
payouts from the 19th to the 24th
policy month at 3.35% p.a.* of
the single premium paid.

Support your changing
financial needs
Maintain liquidity via a
surrender value of 80%
of the premium paid from
day one.

For entry age up to 80 age next birthday. Death and terminal illness benefit differs for different age bands. Please refer
to the product summary and policy contract for details.
* From the 25th policy month onwards, receive total monthly payouts of up to 3.35% p.a. based on an Illustrated
Investment Rate of Return (IIRR) of the participating fund at 4.25% p.a.. Based on an IIRR of 3.00% p.a., each monthly
payout is up to 2.38% p.a..
1

How do your lifetime payouts work?
Mr Ong, aged 40, is a successful entrepreneur planning for his desired retirement for a regular
passive income to supplement his lifestyle. At the same time, he prefers a policy with a higher cash
value for good liquidity. Mr Ong decides to make a single premium payment of S$300,000 and signs
up for Prestige Life Rewards 5 Special.
Total monthly payout: S$838^

Guaranteed
monthly
income:
S$838
Age 40

41

Non-guaranteed monthly cash bonus: S$525†
Guaranteed monthly income: S$313

42

Mr Ong starts
to receive his
lifetime payouts
as early as
the 19th policy
month.

He would receive

S$437,305

^

during his lifetime.

+

65

85

Mr Ong has the option to encash
his policy. The total amount he
receives from the start of his
policy to age 65 is S$545,546‡.

Mr Ong
passes on at
85 years old.

(Total monthly payouts S$236,245 +
Total surrender value S$309,301)

His family would receive

S$351,996

§

as inheritance.

=

He and his family would receive

S$789,301ǁ

in total from his policy.

Disclaimers: All ages specified refer to age next birthday. | All figures used are for illustrative purposes only and are
subject to rounding. | This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. | The above
is for general information only. It is not a contract of insurance. The precise terms and conditions of this insurance plan
are specified in the policy contract. | As buying a life insurance policy is a long-term commitment, an early termination
of the policy usually involves high costs and the surrender value, if any, that is payable to you may be zero or less than
the total premiums paid. | Protected up to specified limits by SDIC. | In case of discrepancy between the English and
Chinese versions, the English version shall prevail. | Information correct as at 28 July 2022.
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All figures in the above illustration are based on an Illustrated Investment Rate of Return (IIRR) of the participating
fund at 4.25% p.a. and are subject to rounding. The actual benefits payable may vary according to the future
experience of the participating fund.
^
Based on an IIRR at 3.00% p.a., the monthly payouts received by Mr Ong is S$596 from age 42 to age 85. The
total monthly payouts received by Mr Ong at age 85 upon his passing is S$312,390.
†
Based on an IIRR at 3.00% p.a., the non-guaranteed cash bonus is S$283.
‡
If Mr Ong chooses to encash his policy at age 65, the total monthly payout received based on an IIRR at 3.00%
p.a. would be S$169,430, the total surrender value would be S$277,651 and the total amount received would be
S$447,104.
§
The total inheritance received by Mr Ong’s family includes total guaranteed and non-guaranteed death benefit.
Based on an IIRR at 3.00% p.a., the total inheritance received by Mr Ong’s family is S$334,975.
ǁ
Based on an IIRR at 3.00% p.a., total benefits received by Mr Ong and his family is S$647,365.

